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Established in 1987, and having completed and constructed every 
type of project imaginable since, Steelman Partners has positioned 
itself as the global leader in entertainment architecture. 

Made up of the industry’s most talented and acclaimed 
architects, designers, planners, and artists, the company and 
its affiliates are known for creating remarkable and memorable 
projects around the world. The team embraces all aspects of the 
design process including project viability, revenue projections, 
site location, thematic considerations, conceptual design, 
programming, as well as supporting the client’s marketing efforts.

Steelman Partners is well known within the hospitality and gaming 
industries with a client list that includes Genting Group, Galaxy 
Entertainment, MGM Resorts International, Las Vegas Sand 
Corporation, Harrah’s, Wynn, Venetian, Sheraton, Hyatt, Swiss 
Casinos, Hard Rock, Plaza/El-Ad, Crown SDJM, Melco, Silverton, 
Stations Casinos, Caesars Entertainment, and many others. 

STEELMAN PARTNERS

Steelman Partners is a global 
architecture company that develops 

and delivers exciting, innovative, and 
connected solutions which enable the 
future of entertainment and enriches 
lives through the built environment.

- MISSION STATEMENT
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Paul Steelman, a native of Atlantic City, New Jersey, is recognized 
as a visionary designer of global entertainment, hospitality, and 
gaming architecture. With a career spanning over four decades, 
he has designed buildings for the mavericks of the gaming industry 
including Kirk Kerkorian, Steve Wynn, Sheldon Adelson, Francis 
Lui, Lawrence Ho, Tan Sri Dato’ Lim Kok Thay, Tan Sri Dr Chen Lip 
Keong, Prince Albert of Monaco, Bob Stupak, Frank Modica, Phil 
Satre, Derek Stevens, and Stanley Ho.
 
Paul began working as an architect in his father’s practice 
before graduating from Clemson University in 1977. His early 
work involved designing several pieces of the first Atlantic City 
Casino and Resorts International. Working for Atlantic City in 
the Planning and Development Department, he met many 
renowned casino architects and eventually took jobs in Las 
Vegas with Steve Wynn and Joel Bergman, where he spent 
nine years designing many of the Mirage Resorts projects. In 1987, 
he opened his own practice specializing in entertainment design.

Paul’s distinguished career has garnered several awards including: 
2015 The Sidney Artist Hall of Fame at UNLV for Outstanding 
Achievement in Architecture, 2010 SARNO Lifetime Achievement 
Award, and the 2006 HOSPY Lifetime Achievement Award. He can 
be seen featured in many publications and visual media, including 
Forbes Magazine Designing for Dough and the Oceans 13 DVD 
featurette, The Opulent Illusion.

AIA, NCARB, CEO, Steelman Partners
PAUL STEELMAN
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INTERNATIONAL OFFICES
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ASIA
AUSTRALIA
CANADA
USA
CENTRAL AMERICA
EUROPE
SOUTH AMERICA
AFRICA

18  cities
5  cities

14  cities
36  cities
14  cities
33  cities

8  cities
9  cities

MAIN PROJECTS
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THE TEAM

Steelman PartnersSM
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ARCHITECTURE
& PLANNING

INTERIOR
DESIGN

LIGHTING
DESIGN

BRANDING
DESIGN

3D
VISUALIZATION

GRAPHIC
DESIGN

Suzanne Steelman
Bill Cunningham

Michael Vinh

Michael Arias
Kevin Milicia

Jon Champelli Anne Stout
Lauren Brown

Keith Winters
Saul Bravo

Mireille Mahmoud

COLLABORATION IS AT THE ESSENCE OF OUR PROCESS

CEO: Paul Steelman
President: Steve Anderson
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Steve Suzanne Michael

Steelman Partners has positioned itself as the leading 
entertainment architecture firm. The company embraces 
all aspects of the design process from project viability, 
revenue projections, and site location to thematic storytelling, 
conceptual design, programming, and marketing support. 
Steelman Partners is made up of the industry’s most talented 
and acclaimed architects, designers, planners and artists, 
resulting in world- renowned, memorable work.

ARCHITECTURE

Integrated Resorts 
Entertainment Centers

Casinos & Hotels
Theme Parks

Retail & Restaurants
Convention Centers
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OfficeOffice

ResidentialResidential
TowersTowers

ApartmentApartment
Towers Towers 

School School 

School School 

Hospital Hospital 
Medical Medical 
ComplexComplex

GarageGarage

Apartments Apartments 
TowerTower

ApartmentApartment
TowersTowers

ServiceService
Apartments Apartments 

ServiceService
Apartments Apartments 

RestaurantRestaurant
RetailRetail
Mall Mall 

RestaurantRestaurant
RetailRetail

  

OrchidOrchid
RoadRoad
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RetailRetail
  

RestaurantRestaurant
RetailRetail
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RetailRetail
RestaurantRestaurant
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RestaurantRestaurant

CafeCafe
RestaurantRestaurant

CafeCafe
RestaurantRestaurant

CafeCafe
RestaurantRestaurant

ResidentialResidential
TowersTowers

ResidentialResidential
TowersTowers

ResidentialResidential
TowersTowers

ResidentialResidential
TowersTowers

HotelHotel
ResidentialResidential
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ParkPark

ParkPark

ParkPark

ParkPark
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Bill Sean

Steelman Partners designs master plans that are all about the 
guest experience.  Whether a guest is in a 5-Star Hotel Casino 
or walking into a new theme park, the guest must be immersed 
into his/her environment. Helping clients to see the development 
process of projects and maximizing the sites potential, our Master 
planning team takes all aspects of Landscape Architecture, 
Facility Design and Architectural Design. Master Planning is for 
the future of your project and helps to lay the groundwork for 
decades of growth and profitability.

MASTER PLANNING

Master Planning
Planning Illustration

Urban Development
Themed Concept Design

Site Programming
Programming Concepts



Michael Kevin

Steelman Partners offers full service interior design, with a 
specialization in the creation of engaging interiors for the 
high-end hospitality, resort, and gaming industry. The team 
focuses on all facets of interior design - from concept design 
to space planning to construction administration, as well as 
interior development, custom lighting, furniture, and custom 
textiles for restaurants and lounges, casinos and VIP gaming 
salons, spas, retail, and performance venues. Together, 
Steelman Partners has created entertainment based 
profitable interiors for thousands of projects across the globe. 

INTERIOR DESIGN

Resorts, Hotels & Casinos
Restaurants & Retail Stores

Convention Centers & Theaters
Bars & Night Clubs 

Spas & Wellness Centres
Theme Parks

www.steelmanpartners.com
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Jon Vincent Kelli

shop12 Design is a full service lighting, visual feature, and theater 
design studio specializing in creative collaboration on cutting-
edge performance venues, custom visual and interactive 
environments, and all facets of high-end hospitality lighting. 
shop12’s designs reflect the diverse backgrounds of its staff, 
both domestic and international, design and engineering, led by 
Jon Champelli, who joined the Steelman family after five years 
with Cirque du Soleil. shop12 has a truly global presence, having 
successfully completed major projects all across the US, Europe, 
Asia, and Australia.

LIGHTING DESIGN

Architectural Lighting Design
3D Visualization & Calculations

Design Documentation
Control Layout Schematics

Focus & Programming of Light
Specifications
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Anne Lauren Kevin

MARQI is an international branding studio focused on 
identifying the energy and identity behind every project. 
The studio specializes in creating universal stories that make 
an experience memorable. MARQI focuses on conceptual 
research to support cross-cultural brand strategies for 
hospitality and entertainment markets worldwide. Naming, 
branding, storytelling, and visual communication provide the 
catalyst for innovative concepts, unique services, signature 
products, themed environments, and iconic structures. 

BRANDING DESIGN

Thematic Storytelling
Brand Name Creation
Logo & Identity Design

Cultural Research & Urban Lifescape 
Marketing Campaigns

Signage Design 
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Mireille Catarina Brianne

The graphics team at Steelman Partners works closely with 
each of the design departments to bring the final presentations 
together. They are responsible for implementing color onto 
rendered plans, custom carpet patterns, and wall coverings, 
as well as graphic layout to help convey the design concepts 
expressed by the entire team. 

GRAPHIC DESIGN

Presentation Layouts 
Rendered Plans & Elevations

Photoshop Enhancement 
Graphic Illustrations

Carpet & Wall Covering Design
Pattern Design
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Saul Donovan Rocky

Steelman Partners 3D visualization team is based out of our 
offices in Las Vegas, Nevada and Zhuhai, China. The team is 
comprised of highly skilled professionals with backgrounds in 
architecture, design and technology. 

The 3D visualization team brings conceptual sketches to life 
by providing high quality computer rendered images and fly 
though animations used for presentations to our clients and for 
marketing purposes.

3D VISUALIZATION

3D Architectural Visualization
3D Interior Visualization 

3D Animation
3D Lighting

Furniture Modeling
Materials
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PROJECTS

Steelman PartnersSM
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Circa Resort & Casino is the first ground-up casino in Downtown  
Las Vegas in 40 years. Branded to create a transcendent experience 
- one that honors yesterday, today and tomorrow - the project is a 
modern, emotional response provoked by the collective nostalgia 
of feelings experienced by the city’s treasured patrons.A distinctive 
architectural tower is outfitted by the throwback of scintillating 
lights at the porte cochere and symbolizes the ever-changing 
adventures of a Vegas night. The interiors are inspired by tradition, 
but not tied to it; a combination of mid-century modern and classic 
Las Vegas flair blend together to achieve a flow that feels new yet 
familiar all at once. The spaces are designed to be aspirational yet 
unpretentious.Lured by the promise of a good time, Circa leads a 
charismatic charge toward a new Golden Age: an atmosphere 
of unbridled energy, endless entertainment, and strip quality 
excitement. At Circa, every cocktail is served with a pour that’s long 
on fun and light on judgment. Bring your ‘A’ game and get ready to 
experience the time of your life.

YEARS:  2016 - 2020  

ROLES:  Architect / Interior Designer / Lighting Designer

AREAS:  Exterior Architecture, Casino, HL Lounge/Slots/Tables, 
 Sportsbook, Pool, Bars, Ballroom, Hotel Rooms & Suites  

SERVICES:  Concept to Construction Documentation, 
 Project & Site Management

PROJECT TOTAL AREA:  1,300,000 ft2 (116,000 m2)

LAS VEGAS, NEVADA

circa
resort & casino
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CIRCA RESORT & CASINO , LAS VEGAS
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In the mountain town of Krasnaya Polyana, a former Olympic Media 
Center (originally erected for the 2014 Sochi Winter Olympics) took 
off its wintery fur coat and, with the help of Steelman Partners, 
emerged in a beautiful ball gown as the first casino resort in Sochi. 
Seventy tables, 500+ slots, a private poker room, and a series of 
bars, boutiques, and restaurants are dressed to impress. Highly 
detailed finishes are of princess quality.

Traditional lighting along the building’s neoclassical exterior façade 
is illuminated with whimsical festoon bulbs and modern accent 
lights that welcome visitors into Cinderella-like fantasy. Deep iron 
scroll work adorns the porte cochere and second level balcony, 
embellishing the embrace of warm, natural stone. The crown top on 
the logo represents a prominent icon of Russian history and signifies 
an elite lifestyle available to every guest. A perfect monogram 
within the logomark is comprised of the initials S and C, cleverly 
woven together to create a visual mnemonic that highlights the 
first letter of the property’s city name - both in English and in Russian.

SOCHI, RUSSIA

sochi
casino and resort

YEARS:  2016 - 2017  

ROLES:  Architect / Interior Designer / Lighting Designer / Branding

AREAS:  Exterior Facade, Casino, VIP salons, Restaurants, Karaoke, 
 Hotel Lobby, Exterior/Interior Signage  

SERVICES:  Concept to Construction Documentation, 
 Project & Site Management

PROJECT TOTAL AREA:  376,000 ft2  (35,000 m2)
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SOCHI CASINO & RESORT, RUSSIA
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Malaysia’s leading corporation, Genting Group, expands its Resorts 
World brand to the north end of Las Vegas Boulevard. Opening on 
the former site of the Stardust, Resorts World Las Vegas will combine 
traditional and modern architecture, weaving a new luxury hotel 
experience into the fabric of Las Vegas with Asian-inspired touches, 
progressive technology, and world-class guest service.

From a lush outdoor pool oasis with bold accents and rustic textures, 
to an interior color palette of warm gold and cream hues, each 
space will have its own identity and will be equally as inviting and 
immersive as it is unique. The resort will seamlessly blend technology 
and luxury with amenities such as a state-of-the-art theater, seven 
unique pool experiences, Michelin star dining, and a sky casino. 
Luxury suites, villas and penthouses will feature individual lobbies 
and open balconies.

LAS VEGAS, NEVADA

Resorts 
World
YEARS:  2011 - 2021  

ROLES:  Architect / Interior Designer / Lighting Designer

AREAS:  Main Architecture, Exterior Facade, Casino, High Limit, 
 Restaurants, Retail, Circulation, Hotel Rooms & Suites 

SERVICES:  Concept to Construction Documentation, 
 Project & Site Management

PROJECT TOTAL AREA:  7,000,000 ft2  (650,000 m2)
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RESORTS WORLD, LAS VEGAS
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The kiss of Mother Nature’s sparkling emerald waters upon the 
coastline of Cebu’s sandy beaches inspire the story of this luxurious 
Filipino refuge. Glowing spires atop the exterior towers gleam from the 
sky as if to lure the city’s mermaids out to play. Hints of ocean life find 
their way inside and treasures beneath the sea are brought out into 
the light and complimented by various shades of green. Boasting a 
dozen restaurants and about 500 rooms in two towers, the property 
also features a two-tier pool deck and a man-made beach. Within 
the main casino, the high limit space beckons visitors toward enticing 
steps with golden awnings that resemble the ocean’s undulating waves. 
Along the promenade, idyllic palms in vibrant colors adorn the walls  
while tropical flowers amid the flooring patterns offer a slice of paradise 
in the middle of the jungle. In the Korean casino, Asian-parasols are 
transformed as beacons of light. In the Voyage Buffet, the outside comes 
in; tropical mosaics are situated under foot while louvered wood panels 
breathe air into the structural supports of the restaurant. Each of the spaces 
take turns writing stories from the country’s shimmering emerald waters. 
These elegant expressions of nature are brought to life and celebrated.

YEARS:  2017 - Ongoing  

ROLES:  Architect / Interior Designer / Lighting Designer 

AREAS:  Master Plan, Main Architecture, Exterior Facade, Gaming, 
 F&B, Entertainment, Pool & Spa, Hotel Rooms & Suites

SERVICES:  Concept to Construction Documentation, 
 Project & Site Management

PROJECT TOTAL AREA:  1,000,000 ft2   (92,000 m2)

CEBU, PHILIPPINES

emerald
resort and casino
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EMERALD RESORT AND CASINO, CEBU
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Steelman Partners revitalized this high limit junket located in the 
heart of MGM Macau. The bold design emphasizes contemporary 
lines and geometry, while contrasting vivid flooring colors and 
feature accents on the walls, against neutral Architectural surfaces, 
to create a modern, light and elegant atmosphere.

The vibrant feeling of the space is conveyed immediately from the 
entrance, where arced lighting columns invite the users to enter and 
start experiencing this unique, sophisticated and dynamic space.

The casino features an impressively balanced main gaming area, six 
private salons, and a spacious lounge and dining bar. The distinctive 
design of the arched ceiling reinterprets a classical design with 
contemporary style, embracing and encasing all spaces below.

YEARS:  2017 - 2018

ROLES:  Architect / Interior Designer / Lighting Designer 

AREAS:  VIP Gaming Renovation, Dining and Lounge Bar 

SERVICES:  Concept to Construction Documentation, 
 Project & Site Management

PROJECT TOTAL AREA:  13,100 ft2   (1,220 m2)

MACAU, CHINA

MGM
VIP Gaming
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MGM VIP GAMING, MACAU
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Galaxy Sky Casino opened in 2012 and quickly became the 
world’s number one VIP gaming experience. It features eight 
uniquely designed gaming salons with theming rooted in the 
spirit of Indochine culture. Ornamental avant-garde settings are  
woven into contemporary interpretations of traditional Asian and 
French design. 

The Vietnam Salon features layered stone walls reminiscent of the 
terrace hillsides of Vietnam. It is still considered the most exclusive 
and opulent gaming experience on the planet.

Sky 88 is Galaxy’s newest addition to VIP/Luxury gaming. The Sky 88 
casino features an impressively scaled main gaming area, six private 
salons, a full restaurant and lounge/bar with a glass elevator, and 
spiral stair connecting the main gaming floor to exclusive VIP salons.

MACAU, CHINA

galaxy
sky casino / Sky 88

YEARS:  2012 - 2014 

ROLES:  Architect / Interior Designer 

AREAS:  Entrance Lobby, Lift Car, VIP Gaming, Bar

SERVICES:  Concept to Construction Documentation, 
 Project & Site Management

PROJECT TOTAL AREA:  60,000 ft2  (5,575 m2)
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GALAXY SKY CASINO, MACAU
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Galaxy Macau’s Phase II expansion highlights the creative energies 
of Steelman Partners with a design that sets new standards for  
gaming in Macau. New casino experiences expand on the existing 
design vocabulary with crisp clean lines and light stone flooring 
juxtaposed with bold and vibrant carpets. 

Hidden mystical dragons can be found in the textured patinaed walls. 
VIP offerings include new gaming salons and premium casinos while 
the new high limit slot area features private salons, custom seating, 
and personal gaming amenities. Dining experiences now include 
views overlooking the casino and family-friendly sections. Steelman’s 
architects also created a traditional fantasy tower façade for the 
new Ritz Carlton and JW Marriott towers. 

Galaxy
MACAU, CHINA

Phase ii

YEARS:  2013 - 2015  

ROLES:  Architect / Interior Designer / Lighting Designer

AREAS:  Overall Master Plan, Casino, VIP Gaming, Public Spaces, 
 Bars, Restaurants, Hotel Rooms Renovation

SERVICES:  Concept to Construction Documentation, 
 Project & Site Management

PROJECT TOTAL AREA:  2,300,000 ft2  (214,000 m2)
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GALAXY PHASE II ,  MACAU
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Galaxy

MACAU, CHINA

YEARS:  2015 - Ongoing  

ROLES:  Interior Designer / Lighting Designer

AREAS:  Overall Master Plan, Casino, Arena, Convention Spaces, 
 Banquet Rooms, Plenary, Restaurant, Public Spaces

SERVICES:  Concept to Construction Documentation, 
 Project & Site Management

PROJECT TOTAL AREA:  462,850 ft2  (43,000 m2)

The Galaxy International Convention Center has been developed 
to become next Asia’s most iconic and advanced MICE destination 
featuring a world class event venue with a total MICE space of 
43,000 m2, a 1,350 m2 pillar-less Exhibition Hall, an Auditorium for 
650 guests, a Multi-Function Hall seating 2,400 guests, a 4,300 m2 
Conference Hall and a diverse selection of dining options, as well as 
the 15,000 seats Indoor Arena set to become the Macau’s ultimate 
entertainment venue for world-tour concerts and sporting events.
Steelman has contributed to this landmark project leading the 
interior and lighting design for the whole podium area, including all 
related facilities, and being involved from the early feasibility studies 
until the construction stages and handover to the client. 

lot 3|international 
convention centre
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GALAXY LOT 3, MACAU
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The delicate task of renovating and rejuvenating one of the most 
profitable gaming spaces in Macau was undertaken with enthusiasm 
when Starworld approached Steelman for this sensitive project.
These two floors were originally run by the same Junket operator as 
two separate and stand-alone facilities. The scope of the project 
was to give a new and fresh look to the spaces, but also to improve 
the connection between the two floors, allowing a smoother 
management of the operations by the staff, and granting at the 
same time a continuity in the planning and design requirements 
and features.
Respecting the need of keeping the business as unaffected as possible, 
the renovations were planned in stages, starting with L6, finished 
and opened during the first semester of 2019, and then focusing on 
renovating L5, which was opened at the end of 2019.
The design of the two floors is a delicate balance of soft and calm 
materials with accents of bold elements such as the light columns 
and the sleek design of the ceilings.

STARWORLD
MACAU, CHINA

L5 AND L6 VIP GAMING

YEARS:  2018 - 2019

ROLES:  Interior Designer / Lighting Designer

AREAS:  VIP Gaming Renovation, Dining and Lounge Bar, 
 Lift Lobby Renovation

SERVICES:  Concept to Construction Documentation, 
 Project & Site Management

PROJECT TOTAL AREA:  26,000 ft2  (2,400 m2)
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STARWORLD L5 AND L6 VIP GAMING, MACAU
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For the renovation project of L10, Steelman opted for a contemporary 
design, using light materials combined with sleek geometries, and 
enriching the spaces balancing warm and calm materials with 
sophisticated textures and patterns.
This design intent is evident from the lift lobby, which takes the 
inspiration from the successful design of the lift lobbies in the previous 
L5 and L5 project, renovating it further with a more modern and 
lighter design.
The same approach continues in the main entrance lobby, 
dominated by the gorgeous chandelier standing above the 
reception counter, and complemented by the elegant and refined 
bronze panels dressing up the walls.
In the Main Gaming space and in the Private Gaming rooms, hosting 
a total of 16 gaming tables for VIP guests, Steelman opted again 
for a very light and contemporary design using a combination 
of delicate crystal chandeliers and exquisite metal accents to 
overcome the height limitations, and create a vibrant, dynamic 
and immaculate space.

STARWORLD
MACAU, CHINA

YEARS:  2019 - 2020  

ROLES:  Interior Designer / Lighting Designer

AREAS:  VIP Gaming Renovation, Dining and Lounge Bar, 
 Lift Lobby Renovation

SERVICES:  Concept to Construction Documentation, 
 Project & Site Management

PROJECT TOTAL AREA:  13,000 ft2  (1,200 m2)

L10 VIP GAMING
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STARWORLD L10 VIP GAMING, MACAU
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Located on a sandy beach on the west coast of Saipan, Imperial 
Pacific’s Imperial Palace offers an ornamental masterpiece of the 
mystical ocean. A new mecca for VIP gaming, the resort sets an 
elevated bar for gaming elegance. Palatial façade treatments 
are reminiscent of Paris’s grand palaces and intertwined with 
a seascape twist, creating a level of opulence carried through 
the entire property. Sky-lit gaming balconies overlook the formal 
garden seascape while golden columns fill the casino, and gold 
gilded stone panels flank the walls. 

The symbolic encounter of the two crystal dragons in the grand 
lobby embody the cultural dichotomy of Chinese and Korean 
civilizations in Saipan. These dragons serve as a symbol for fortune, 
status, and wealth in both cultures.

SAIPAN, NORTHERN MARIANA ISLANDS

imperial
palace
YEARS:  2013 - 2019  

ROLES:  Architect / Interior Designer / Lighting Designer 

AREAS:  Overall Master Plan, Landscape, External Facade, Casino, 
 VIP Gaming, Public Spaces, Bars, Restaurants, Hotel Rooms

SERVICES:  Concept to Construction Documentation
 Project & Site Management

PROJECT TOTAL AREA:  753,000 ft2  (70,000 m2)
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IMPERIAL PACIFIC, SAIPAN
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Offering the perfect combination of boutique design and luxury, 
the 20-story Darling features 57 well-appointed suites with bespoke 
fittings and the finest amenities and finishes. Modernized to reflect 
the beauty of life at sea, the architecture of the hotel tower draws its 
inspiration from the sun, sand, water and breeze of Australia’s Gold 
Coast. Dramatic architectural forms embody the perpetual ebb 
and flow of these natural elements and renders a soft curvaceous 
building seemingly sculpted by these forces. 

Full length glass walls blur the boundaries between the realm of man 
inside and that of nature outside; providing a direct connection for 
each guest to the coastal air and sun. From the rooftop pool deck, 
a full panoramic vantage of the shore connects guests to the unique 
locale of Australia’s Gold Coast.

YEARS:  2013 - 2018  

ROLES:  Architect / Interior Designer / Lighting Designer

AREAS:  Main Architecture, Entrance Lobby, Main Gaming, Private 
 Gaming Salons, Restaurants and Bars, Entertainment, 
 Rooftop Pool, Hotel Rooms & Suites, Corridors & Lift Lobbies

SERVICES:  Concept to Construction Documentation,
 Project & Site Management

PROJECT TOTAL AREA:  393,000 ft2  (36,500 m2)

STAR GOLD COAST, AUSTRALIA

The Darling
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THE DARLING, STAR GOLD COAST AUSTRALIA
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Steelman Partners contributed to the remodel of the iconic The 
Star. The design was inspired by the clean lines of the Mid-Century 
modern style, and features delicately curated colors in varying 
shades of blue with gold tone metal accents.

The limitations of the existing structure of the building were faced as 
challenges and embraced as opportunities to establish a strong 
connection between the architecture, the interiors and the exterior.

Outdoor views and natural light were optimized, while nature 
inspired the furnishings, finishes, and artwork, blurring the lines 
between indoors and outdoors. From tile that looks like sand, 
carpeting in cool ocean colors, a rock-like sculpture, and artwork 
with imagery of flowers, feathers, and rock formations, guests can 
now enjoy the beauty of the Gold Coast inside and outside.

The hotel rooms were designed with a modern casual aesthetic 
featuring high-end finishes, a style synonymous with the relaxed, yet 
urban, surroundings of the Gold Coast.

STAR GOLD COAST, AUSTRALIA

The Star
YEARS:  2014 - 2018  

ROLES:  Architect / Interior Designer / Lighting Designer

AREAS:  Gaming, Restaurants and Bars, Hotel Rooms and Suites, 
 Corridors and Lift Lobbies

SERVICES:  Concept to Construction Documentation,
 Project & Site Management

PROJECT TOTAL AREA:  882,000 ft2  (82,000 m2)
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THE STAR, AUSTRALIA
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The Grand Ho Tram Strip is a world class integrated resort facility 
being developed in phases, and situated on 164 contiguous 
hectare (405 acres) of pristine beach front property located in  
Ho Tram, 120km Southeast of Ho Chi Minh City.

The first phase of the Ho Tram Strip development included The 
Grand Ho Tram Resort & Casino, a 541 room 5-star award winning 
hotel and resort, which opened in July 2013 becoming the first ever 
world class integrated resort in Vietnam.

It is still nowadays the largest casino in Vietnam, featuring as well 
seven international fine dining restaurants, a luxurious and exclusive 
outdoor pool, and being the ideal accommodation on the  
Ho Tram Strip for families or couples seeking spacious and elegant 
suite rooms and gorgeous views of the beach. 

HO TRAM STRIP, VIETNAM

YEARS:  2010 - 2013

ROLES:  Architect / Interior Designer / Lighting Designer

AREAS:  Exterior façade, Landscape, Casino, Restaurants, Retail, 
 Ballroom, Spa, Hotel Rooms & Suites 

SERVICES:  Concept to Construction Documentation,
 Project & Site Management

PROJECT TOTAL AREA:  928,756 ft2  (86,284 m2)

The Grand
resort & Casino
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THE GRAND HO TRAM, VIETNAM
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Naga 2, NagaWorld’s newest property, boasts a unique retreat 
that trumpets modern luxury and elegance. Key design features 
throughout this integrated resort were inspired by the alluring 
mystery of Angkor Wat as well as other traditional Cambodian 
symbols, stories, and motifs. 

The ethereal beauty of Cambodia is revered through the interior 
casino walk which reinterprets a famous Cambodian story, “The 
Churning of the Ocean Milk,” into a series of lavish ornamentations 
on architectural friezes. 

In the property’s lobby and porte cochere, stunning floral chandeliers 
take after the country’s symbolic Lotus and Rumdul flowers, while 
brilliantly hued carpets in the junket and high-end gaming spaces 
incorporate mother-nature’s blossoms as well.  

PHNOM PENH, CAMBODIA

Naga 2
YEARS:  2014 - 2018  

ROLES:  Architect / Interior Designer / Lighting Designer

AREAS:  Gaming, F&B, Entertainment, 2,500 Seat Theater, Spa, 
 900 Hotel Rooms and Suites

SERVICES:  Concept to Construction Documentation,
 Project & Site Management

PROJECT TOTAL AREA:  898,000 ft2  (83,500 m2)
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NAGA 2, CAMBODIA
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Harrah’s Northern California Casino is owned by the Buena 
Vista Rancheria of Me-Wuk Indians in partnership with Caesars 
Entertainment Corporation. The architectural composition of the 
building exists between local stone anchored to the site and 
synergistic planes floating in the sky. 

This 71,000 square foot casino retains the relaxed character of the 
local wine region through the use of natural materials and hints of 
purple. Set amid the area’s tranquil rolling hills, the space offers 
950 slots, 20 table games, a small food court, and an upscale 
restaurant named after the tribe leader’s father; Louie Oliver’s 
features light fixtures inspired by tribal drum barrels, and a facade 
with blue, green, brown, and clear colored glass bottles that bring 
nature’s light indoors. Hand painted stripes on the casino’s glass 
chandeliers and curved wood beams at the food court preserve 
an organic imprint. 

YEARS:  2013 - 2019

ROLES:  Architect / Interior Designer / Lighting Designer

AREAS:  Exterior Architecture, Casino, Restaurant, Bar, 
 Outdoor Dining Area, Food Court
  
SERVICES:  Concept to Construction Documentation,
 Project & Site Management

PROJECT TOTAL AREA:  80,000 ft2  (7,432 m2)

Harrah’s
IONE, CALIFORNIA

NORTHERN CALIFORNIA
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HARRAH’S NORTHERN CALIFORNIA
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Steelman Partners was brought on by Harrah’s to upgrade their Atlantic 
City property and elevate their offerings to compete with the newly 
opened Borgata down the road. To achieve this, Steelman helped 
renovate the casino, add a new tower with a retail concourse, and put 
in a fitness center, buffet, coffee shop, and pool. The retail concourse is 
the linking element that ties the new tower to the existing parking garage 
and hotel lobby. The concourse features shopping, as well as a buffet 
and coffee shop that overlooks the pool gardens. The pool was designed 
to meet the needs of the new 1,000-room tower and offer a space with 
multiple uses and personalities. Steelman Partners worked with Lifescapes 
International to design a tropical fantasy interior under a 90ft-high glass 
dome. Feature cabanas, Jacuzzis and bars were strategically placed for 
both day and night time enjoyment. Additionally, the pool has a 3,500 sf 
upper deck that can be used for meetings, weddings and other functions. 
This upper deck connects to a 13,500 sf outdoor entertainment and 
night club that overlooks the waterfront and marshlands of AC. Harrah’s 
Pool After Dark is still successful today, pulling in A-list celebrity hosts and  
DJs from the Billboard Hot 100 charts.

YEARS:  2005 - 2007

ROLES:  Interior Designer / Lighting Designer

AREAS:  Buffet, Retail Venues, Pool and Exterior Deck, 
 Spa and Fitness Center, Promenade 

SERVICES:  Concept to Construction Documentation,
 Project & Site Management

PROJECT TOTAL AREA:  330,000 ft2  (30,658 m2)

Harrah’s
NEW JERSEY

resort atlantic city
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HARRAH’S RESORT ATLANTIC CITY
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Venetian Casino Resort in Las Vegas was revitalized by Steelman 
Partners. The main casino, poker room, high-limit slots, Restaurant 
Row, and the noodle restaurant were all updated with clean lines 
and light finishes that modernize and enhance the main floor.  
A sophisticated wayfinding system was introduced in the form of 
primary and secondary avenues, improving navigability for patrons. 
The pathways are punctuated by custom chandeliers inspired by 
artisan glass from the Venetian island of Murano. 

The High Limit Poker Room was inspired by fine, vintage Italian 
cigar labels. The glass panels enclosing the space are etched with 
feminine lines borrowed from the delicate artistry of the labels. The 
clock tower received a new, animated lighting scheme inspired 
by the rich history of Venice.

LAS VEGAS, NEVADA

venetian
The

YEARS:  2012 - 2013 

ROLES:  Architect / Interior Designer / Lighting Designer

AREAS:  Exterior Clock Tower, Casino, Ballroom, HL Slots, F&B

SERVICES:  Concept to Construction Documentation,
 Project & Site Management

PROJECT TOTAL AREA:  95,000 ft2  (8,825 m2)
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THE VENETIAN, LAS VEGAS
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Solaire Resort & Casino is the first of four integrated resort projects 
completed in Entertainment City. Sixty percent of the hotel was 
designed to have views of the Manila Bay and a strategic design 
was conceived where each gaming market segment (mass “local,” 
“GENY,” mass VIP, and VIP) has their own entry lobby, casino, 
restaurants, and support space. 

Phase One saw the creation of 500 guest rooms, four VIP villas, a 
175,000 square-foot gaming space, ten restaurants and bars, a 
health club complete with a pool, a spa, a conference center 
and extensive VIP gaming areas. Grand chandeliers anchor and 
distinguish the space like glittering jewels  and various finishes used 
throughout each space serve to bring depth and contrast to the 
guest experience.

YEARS:  2009 - 2013

ROLES:  Branding / Architect / Interior Designer / Lighting Designer

AREAS:  Overall Master Plan, External Facade, Casino, 
 VIP Gaming, Public Spaces, Bars, Restaurants, Hotel Rooms

SERVICES:  Concept to Construction, Documentation Project 
 & Site Management

PROJECT TOTAL AREA:  1,000,000 ft2  (92,900 m2)

solaire
MANILA BAY, PHILIPPINES

resort & casino
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SOLAIRE RESORT & CASINO
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Casino Gran Via is situated in a historically symbolic building, 
constructed in 1924 and located in the center of Madrid. In its early 
stages, the premises were the headquarters of the Commercial and 
Industrial Union in Madrid. Its traditional yet modern design language 
is evident from the impressive play of lights that illuminate the “sky” 
of the great central atrium, providing a preview of what the other 
three floors will offer your senses. In the casino guests can enjoy 
different gaming tables and the latest selection of modern slots, while 
appreciating the luxury and spectacular design of the interiors. The 
fairytale experience continues in the central living area, known as the 
dancing hall, where glamorous events once took place. Nowadays 
the real event at the heart of all the action is the Casino. This is now 
the beating pulse of the building. Casino Gran Via offers a full range of 
experiences that extend far beyond the gaming, composing a great 
selection of restaurants that offer a wide variety of cuisines to choose 
from, and have been designed with a more modern language to 
create contemporary, welcoming and relaxing spaces.

MADRID, SPAIN

casino 
gran vía
YEARS:  2011 - 2013

ROLES:  Interior Designer / Lighting Designer

AREAS:  Casino, Private Rooms, Restaurants

SERVICES:  Concept to Construction Documentation,
 Project & Site Management

PROJECT TOTAL AREA:  48,500 ft2  (4,500 m2)
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CASINO GRAN VÍA, MADRID, SPAIN
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YEARS:  2014 - Ongoing

ROLES:  Branding / Master Planning / Architect / Interior Designer / 
              Lighting Designer

AREAS:  Overall Masterplan, Main Architecture, Landscape, 
 Exterior Facade, Gaming, F&B, Entertainment, Pool & Spa, 
 Hotel Rooms & Suites, Ballroom

SERVICES:  Concept to Construction Project,
 Documentation  & Site Management

PROJECT TOTAL AREA:  565,000 ft2  (52.500 m2)

VLADIVOSTOK, RUSSIA

naga VLADIVOSTOK  
PHASE 1

Naga Vladivostok Casino and Resort is locate in the newly formed 
Primorye Integrated Entertainment Zone, one of four such zones 
designated by the Russian government in 2009 in conjunction with the 
exiling of the industry from major cities.

The first phase is currently under construction and consists of a large 
central Casino arranged in four different design areas and embracing 
approx. 50 gaming tables and 400 slots, a wide selection of globally 
renowned restaurants, a multifunction column-less ballroom suitable 
for international events. A luxury spa and indoor pool are accessible 
throughout the whole year, and a hotel tower with approx. 300 luxury 
rooms and suites rounds out the resort facilities.

The design language of the project establishes a continuous balance 
between contemporary elements and traditional components, where 
sobriety and elegance blend with sophistication and luxury.
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NAGA VLADIVOSTOK, RUSSIA



THANK YOU


